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Subject: Visual Arts
Topic: Stencil Art
Year Level: 9/10
Timeframe: 4 weeks (6 lessons [single & double/week] + excursion in week 1)
Theme: The aim of this unit sequence of lessons will follow an exploration of conceptual development is to encourage, engage and immerse students within a creative
manner of the arts practice of graffiti and stencil art. This lesson sequence provides students with the opportunity to experience creation of their own stencil work and ability
to develop a familiarity with contemporary practicing artists, deriving from historical contexts, and helping students grasp the visual conventions. The exploration of street
stencil art will provide an exciting insight into an art movement that is prominent within today’s society. Each student is responsible for making and creating their own one
layer 2 dimensional stencil piece.
Assessments and Outcome: Students will be assessed on their final outcomes with a rubric. This assessment will involve their inclusion and coherent following of the
design process to reach their final body of work. Each lesson will have set outcomes and throughout the lesson duration and plan, students are expectantly reach each lessons
outcomes and goals. In reaching these objectives, it gradually builds students understanding and skills, which succours the creation of a final body of work.
Informal: Engagement in class discussion, working individually and co-operatively, observation conducted by teacher.
Formal: Workbook/folio inclusive of research, design process, regular annotation and notes completed and completed final body of work with a final artwork rubric.

Standards and Outcomes in Sequence
Exploring and Responding:
Throughout this unit of work, students are observing, researching and using all thinking domains to discuss a range of contemporary, traditional, historical and cultural
examples of art works within the discipline of street art. Students are to analyse, interpret, compare and evaluate the aesthetic features of artworks by multiple artists.
Students will be verbally discussing ways that their own and others artworks communicate meaning and challenge ideas. Students to use appropriate arts terminology when
exploring and referring to works. Learning connects strongly with the community and practice beyond the classroom.
(Ausvels, Standards and Progression Points)
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Making and Creating:
In this unit of lessons, students are applying decision making skills to find the most effective way to implement ideas, design, create and make their artworks, demonstrating
development of own personal style. Students recognise the ideas effectively merging and employing elements and principles to create their desired aesthetics qualities.
Students design and produce their artworks influenced by the style of particular artists or cultures including using a variety of media and technologies. Student are to keep a
constant and regular record of how their ideas have developed on creating, making and presenting their artworks.
- Maintain a folio with continual work progression and annotations
- Create and execute a final art project the shows an understanding of communication skills, this being the students final artwork incorporating a variety of art elements and
principles and media.
(Ausvels, Standards and Progression Points)
General Capabilities and Cross Curriculum priories’
Literacy: When writing, analysing and using arts terminology.
Numeracy: Use of measurements, paper size, A1.
ICT capability: Use different forms of ICT to research, identify, and locate relevant sources.
Thought process: Creative, critical, and reflective thinking and approaches towards historical and contemporary artworks and artists.
Ethical: Engage in discussion in which draws conclusions based from primary and secondary sources may differ from those based on preferences and beliefs.
Links to Asia: Street Art in Asia, legality article.
Sustainability: Areas allocated for graffiti, protecting the environment, and practicing art with sustainable products.
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Overall Learning Objectives with AUSVELS Links:
Remembering: Reflective thinking and recall on previously learned information from the lesson that covered graffiti art.
Understanding: Understand the process of communicating through graffiti art (Regular notes and annotations in folios)
- Students to maintain a record of their research, generation, and development and refining of ideas, use of elements and principles and/or conventions and application of
techniques and processes.
Applying: Demonstrate skills that represent the culture and characteristics of stencil art.
- Students will be able to develop a personal style and become more independent in their approach to exploring, developing and refining arts works.
- Students to experiment with imaginative and innovative ways of using contemporary skills, techniques and processes.
Analyzing: Participate in class discussion, analysing techniques.
- Analysis of cultural and traditional works (Cross curriculum: Indigenous artwork)
Evaluating: Students will evaluate and reflect on their stencil creation experience to improve the making, creating and presenting of their arts works.
Creating: Create stencil art that communicates meaning / shows importance to the student.
Readings of Visual Art Education:
According to Freeman and Mason (2001), the relation between student’s intuitive understanding of pictures/imagery/artworks, relates directly to development of the way
learners interpret artworks. Students have constant changing patterns of growth and understanding as they develop and respond to works. Such interaction highlights the
importance of engagement with people, materials and ideas impact student learning – such as an excursion to an exhibition or gallery. Learning connects strongly with the
community and practice, as well as co-operatively within classroom. I have taken this approach with active engagement in the subject of Street art, where students can
proactively explore and respond externally from the classroom to an expanse of works, and interpret more curriculum specific works within the classroom.
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Week A - Excursion
NGV Public Gallery
During Week A, Lesson 1, students are to be taken on an excursion to the exhibition within the Melbourne Now All your Walls at the NGV Hosier Lane to view the laneway
artworks. The exhibition of these artworks is to showcase the great and diverse range of artist and styles on the streets of the city.
The purpose of visiting this exhibition is getting the whole group of students to observe the active street artists, taking note of the methods and materials the artists use, and
how the lane is prominent within the cultural life of Melbourne. Students gain a life experience, seeing the production and real works and become educated on the process
through contextual learning. For students to visit an exhibition, it makes it relevant and quite engaging seeing the first hand practice. Excursion is to be documented for future
reference though photographs and drawings on handout. Students will also be asked to respond to what they saw with set homework questions on reverse of excursion
handout. Provokes thought process with reflective thinking.
Museum Educator Learning Outcomes:
- To promote concept attainment through experimental practice, helping students understand the nuances of a concept. Explain the steps taken to create an artwork within the
lane way.
Excursion Teaching Strategy: Form of experimental learning, and shows student-centred and constructivist learning and teaching.
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Week B Lesson 1 – Theory
Lesson Breakdown:
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:
Lesson Overview

Historical and cultural introduction to Street Art.
One of six lessons.
Visual Arts incorporating cross-curriculum priorities of historical and cultural aspects.
9/10
50 minutes.
• To build student understanding on Street Art.
• Students will also gain understanding of graffiti history within different cultures, links to Aboriginal culture.

AUSVels LINKS:

•
•
•

Cross curriculum aspects with incorporation of historical and cultural context - Aboriginal material.
Students are responding to the excursion and describing observation of practicing artists.
Students are to recognize these ideas of combining the ideas and the inclusion of the elements are principles to create their desired body of work.
range of contemporary, traditional, historical and cultural examples of art works within the discipline of work in which they are working.

PREPARATION:

•
•

Set up of projector and laptop with introduction PowerPoint.
Ensuring appropriate classroom layout with chairs and tables.

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

Students to bring their own resources
• Writing utensils
• Visual Diaries
• PowerPoint and projector (ICT)
• Excursion Worksheet

LESSON PROCEDURES AND/OR
STEPS:

Students are expected to
• Engage in discussion of excursion reflection.
• Reflect on and the using new of knowledge and understandings they have gained from the exhibition visit.
• What we saw, how practicing artists created those works, the evidence of visual conventions, location and scale of works.
•

Homework answers from excursion handout.
Group Activity/Co-operative learning – Students to share their Evaluation Reflection, reporting answers within small groups of five.
Come back as a class, and provide a brief introduction into graffiti and the historical and cultural contexts.

•

This is direct instruction will cater for the learning styles of Visual and Auditory learners; with the inclusion of images.
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- What is Street Art?
- What did we observe on our excursion?
- Is Street Art and Graffiti art for art sake, or is it too communicating messages?
- Significance of Street Art, city culture.
- Historical and cultural contexts such as Aboriginal rock cave works.
- How cave art relates to street art. The similarities of this cultural and historical art form and the communication of messages/symbolism
throughout thousands of years.
- Exploring influences of Aboriginal and those of in the Asian region. (Also in Lesson 3)
Sample Artworks: Traditional / contemporary

Figure 1: Retrieved from: http://ramart79.deviantart.com/art/Harry-Styles-Single-Layer-Stencil-One-Direction-351523603

Figure 2: Retrieved from: http://www.brolgahealingjourneys.com/?p=423

•

Read students article on “Graffiti at the Office in Hong Kong, Scene Asia”
Retrieved from: http://blogs.wsj.com/scene/2013/06/24/graffiti-at-the-office/
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Students will reflect on the development of traditional and contemporary styles, with visual conventions.
THINKING DOMAN:

LITERACY:

Thinking Domain:
Reflective Thinking: Beginning of the lesson, recap of excursion. Posing high-open ended questions to students, post visit.
E.g: What did we see on the excursion? Did artworks communicate a message?
•

Critical Thinking: Students are to analyze and describe the different artworks from the PowerPoint, and article which displays a range of
contemporary, traditional, historical and cultural examples of art works within the discipline of work in which they are working.
Creative Thinking: Relationship with aesthetics and techniques.

•

Visual Thinking Strategy employed throughout PowerPoint, using these thought processes.
Literacy: - Writing notes from the power point in efficient time and legible.
- Use of arts terminology, when analysing an artwork.

ICT:
ICT: Presenting and displaying the notes from PowerPoint and computer.
DIFFERENTIATON:

Adapting the task, and being aware of, and complying with:
• Behavioral issues.
• Being aware of possible differentiation throughout whole sequencing of lessons, implementing corrective actions and conflict resolution when
need be.
- Aggression
- Immoral Acts
- Disruptive behaviors
- Off task behaviors
• Teaching strategy: Catering for all visual, auditory and kinesthetic learners.
- Providing demonstrations, use of sample imagery and verbal instruction.

EXTENSION:

As this class is just noting taking and both co-operative and class discussion, all students will be working and progressing at the same pace, writing
from PowerPoint.
• Pack down to be approximately 3 minutes.
• Students have to pack away their folio and writing utensils.

PACKDOWN:
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Teacher pack up/shut down projector.
Informal feedback techniques integrated throughout the lesson such as asking appropriate and relevant questions, answering.
End of lesson recap. Posing open-ended questions towards the students.
- What have we covered today?
- What cultures were discussing that show links with works on walls?
- Give homework task, students to write this within their weekly planner, making it clear that their short artwork summary is due by next lesson.

Homework: Supporting lesson with set homework task.
• Within Visual Diaries, students are to describe, commenting and give reasoning for one chosen work from the excursion.
Students are to document their chosen work using descriptive language and employ the art elements and principles within their answer as to why
they found this particular work visually/aesthetically pleasing, and possible messages it maybe communicating.
All set homework throughout lesson sequence will be checked, and given informal feedback.

REFLECTION:

Note the progression of the student’s possibly and how different learners managed the tasks and if there are any further changes needed for theory
lessons.
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Week B: Lesson 2
Lesson Breakdown:
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:
Lesson Overview

Stencil Art Research
Two of six.
Visual Art
9/10
100 Minutes.
• Students to begin investigating exploring and responding to visually aesthetic works in relation to stencils and to the art elements and
principles/visual conventions.
• Students will use ICT equipment to assist in research and development of ideas.

AUSVels LINKS:

Creating and Making
• Documentation of aesthetic considerations in the choice of, application, and refinements of media, materials, techniques and technologies.
• Exploration of ways designs for artworks can be realized by combining and manipulating art elements and principles.
Exploring and Responding
• Understanding of selected characteristics of the style of artists
• Comparative analysis of the aesthetic features of various artists’ works to identify stylistic influences

PREPARATION:

•

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

Required Materials for this lesson
• ICT (Each student has a computer, if unavailable, students will be encouraged to use co-operative learning for this task)
• Visual Diaries
• Glue
• Printer for printed images
• Writing utensils

LESSON PROCEDURES AND/OR
STEPS:

•

Students are expected to begin researching stencil art examples, with a minimum of twenty images.
- Researching builds the students awareness of different visual representation, practice and viewpoints.

•

Students are to print images and begin annotation in their Visual Diaries of chosen images, identifying art elements and principles and
incorporating the use of correct terminology.

Present a collection of researched images that are relevant to this lesson so students can build a brief visual understanding for what is required.
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When students are drawing a close to their research, they are go be proactively thinking about executing their own idea generation, design
features, layout colour and materials (spray paint/acrylic paints) they wish to use within and for their art.

Thinking Domains
Creative Thinking.
- Students are to approach research with an open mind, explorative and investigative approach to the task, gathering a range of imagery
displaying a variation of the art elements and principles.
Critically thinking:
- Identifying and explaining with appropriate visual language, how artists and audiences interpret works through different viewpoints.
- Researching and analyzing characteristics of works.
Literacy: Writing and maintaining regular annotations from research within visual diary.
ICT integrated as research digital pedagogy strategy for this lesson.

EXTENSION:

If students accelerate and complete their researching and annotation of each image they are to progress onto their idea generation and begin their
sketches within visual diaries.

ASSESSMENT:

Providing students with regular feedback with the progression of research.
Teaching strategy: Possible re-teaching.
If students are becoming ‘off-track’ with their research, stop and recap on the importance of collecting stencil artwork examples.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:

Set homework from this lesson:
• To finish research annotations if not completed in class time.
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Week C: Lesson 3
Lesson Breakdown:
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:

Contemporary Artist
Lesson three of six.
Visual Arts
9/10
50 minutes
• Students will be introduced and analyze of the works of British Graffiti Artist ‘Banksy’, and Asian Artist “Anti-Tank”
• Students encouraged expressing personal opinions.

AUSVels LINKS:

•

Students will evaluate and reflect on these arts experiences to improve the making and presenting of their own arts works.

Creating and Making
• Consideration of a range of ways completed art works might be presented to suit specific contexts and purposes.
Exploring and Responding
• Contribution to discussion about their own and others’ interpretations of the aesthetic features of selected artworks.
PREPARATION:

•
•

PowerPoint that displays a appropriate sized font and efficient layout of information.
Set up of ICT

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

•
•

PowerPoint inclusive of sample imagery and notes.
Student visual diaries for note taking.

LESSON PROCEDURES AND/OR
STEPS:

•

Introduction:
• Who is ‘Banksy?’
• Why do you think he stays anonymous? To keep out of trouble, uphold reputation, do you think his works are well perceived? Why?
• Introduce some of his stencil artworks, use of visual resources within PowerPoint.
- Sample Works:
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Figures retrieved from: Banksy, Wall and Piece, 2005.
Teaching Strategies: Visual Thinking Strategies
Posing open-ended questions to the students, whilst looking at ‘Banksys’ works
- What’s going on in this picture?
- How does it make you feel?
- What more can we find?
- What makes it a very pure form of artistic expression?

•

The use of VTS within the lesson provokes a class discussion on multiple interpretations of ‘Banksys’ work, and speaking about what they are
observing. Students are to also verbally back up their ideas with evidence, as this draws on prior learning.
Discussion of themes within his works; humor, juxtaposition and political.
Analyzing how these themes convey to his audience; open to interpretation.
Student opinion about the way that ‘Banksy’ communicates his viewpoints though his artworks.

•
•
•

Introduce Asian street artist “Anti-Tank”
Located in Yogyakarta, students experience and are drawn to artists and their works from a range of cultures and locations.
Links connection to Artist ‘Banksy’, as ‘Anti-Tanks’ works are also politically and critically infused and AUSVels - cross cultures.
http://blogs.wsj.com/scene/2013/04/11/jogjas-political-street-art-flourishes/
•
•

Teaching and Learning strategy: Students are to actively engage with the content.
Debate on legality of Street Art, is this defacing public property?
- Argumentative discussion.
- Students divided into groups of 5.
- Task is set to encourage to engage, express and think critically about street art legality and risks involved.
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- Each group is given an A3 sheet of paper and ideas are to be documented and recorded
- This is brought back for classroom discussion and furthermore, displayed within the classroom.
‘Jigsaw’ approach to debate.
- Students working discussing and collaboratively, brainstorming/recoding ideas on A3 paper debating ‘street art legality’ using cognitive and
literacy skills.
- A group debate of set topic encourages the learners to consider facts and complications of graffiti and street art.
- Students are to generate a quantity of positive and negative ideologies.
- Activity encourages the use of auditory and oratory skills within co-operative learning.
- Reflective thinking to the excursion and the allocated legal areas to practice this art form.
- Is street art an ephemeron?
•

Share answers with the class to value the importance of student-centered classrooms, achieving a shared goal that benefits all members of the
group have emphasized in-group interaction.

Lesson Conclusion: Students are to respond and write a very brief summary of their opinions of Street Art/Graffiti and ‘Banksy’. Students will pick
one of the works to analyze and describe the use of symbolism in one of his works and how effective they think that it is.
THINKING DOMAN:

Critical thinking/strategic thinking: Legality of Street Art through debate.

LITERACY:

Literacy: Documentation of ideas on A3 paper.

ICT:

ICT: Presenting and displaying the notes on a PowerPoint from the computer.

EXTENSION:

As this class is just notes taking and discussion, all students will be working at the same pace, writing from PowerPoint.

PACKDOWN:

•
•
•

Approximately 5 minutes allocated.
Students have their folio, writing utensils.
Teacher pack up will be just the projector.

ASSESSMENT:
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:

•
•
•

Debate: Provides a method to the classroom teacher to assess the quality of student learning and opinion.
Students to begin their ‘Idea Generation’ within the design process in Visual Diaries of their own stencil creation.
Students are to brainstorm a quantity of ideas and choose a subject of their own that relates plays importance in their lives (sports, family,
locations, be creative!) – this is so students remain engaged within task work.
- This is an opportunity for students to be imaginative when applying their own personal aesthetics into their stencil designs.
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Week C: Lesson 4
Double practical lesson
Lesson Breakdown:
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:

Continuation of idea generation and refinement.
Four of six.
Visual Arts
9/10
100 minutes
• Students to begin applying and demonstrating skills and processes that represent the culture and characteristics of stencil based artworks with
visual conventions.
• Students developing their personal style and become more independent in their approach to exploring, developing and refining their sketches.

AUSVels LINKS:

Creating and Making:
• Awareness of the ways that the features of their own artworks are connected to the source/s of inspiration
• Refinement of an emerging personal style though the implementation of ideas and observations in the design composition of a two-dimensional
artwork
Exploring and Responding:
• Awareness of selected styles in the exploration and manipulation of art elements and principles when developing ideas.
• Combining and manipulating art elements and principles can realize exploration of the ways designs.

PREPARATION:

•

Preparation of materials for the advanced students.

•

Consideration of areas internal to the classroom
- Tracing and light box area
- Knife and cutting area
External to the classroom for ventilation purposes
- Spray Paint / Acrylic paint area
Newspaper to be laid down, for preservation of outside area.

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

•
•

Visual Diary
Stencil Resources (above)
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•

Compiling and having readily available materials needed for task
Inclusive of:
- Stencil knifes, Spray paint, Acrylic paint (optional), A1 sized pasteboard, textas, greylead, newspaper, light box for tracing.

•
•
•

Students to continue on with their creation of Idea Generation as started from homework, demonstrating a minimum of fifteen sketches.
Drawing on prior knowledge and referring back to excursion handout and research for further ideas.
Students encouraged using the art elements and principles within their idea generation and refinement of the stencil-based artwork and
annotations.
Use of layers within their stencil designs to create different effects and shapes, the colours that will be used, the possible use of hierarchy, use of
letterform, any textures.
- Critically thinking about cropping, size, adding letterforms within the refinement process.

•

Pack down: 10 minutes
EXTENSION:

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:

•
•

Students to choose 1 design and refine it, employing visual conventions and documenting changes through annotations.
Accelerated students will begin to make and create their stencil.
Literacy: Ensuring Visual Diary is up-to-date with annotations and employing the use of the visual conventions throughout.
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Week D Lesson 5
Lesson Breakdown:
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:
Lesson Overview
AUSVels LINKS:

Stencil Making continued.
Five of six lessons
Visual Arts
9/10
50 minutes
• Students will continue on with refinement and creating their stencil artwork, working independently on their work approaches.

PREPARATION:

Teaching Strategy: Demonstration
Classroom set up – Tables set up so all students can observe demonstration of cutting techniques, use of sharp materials and paint application.
• Providing a whole class demonstration allows a learning tool to help students grasp important concepts and principles in safe making and creating
of their stencil.
• Explicitly connect the observations from the demonstration and into lesson sequence content.

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

•

Internal and external classroom set up for stencil works as in previous lesson.

LESSON PROCEDURES AND/OR
STEPS:

•
•
•

Students are expected to enforce safety and proper use of equipment.
Proactive progression of work.
Students do not have to use light box for tracing if they don’t wish, are able employ freehand drawing technique onto A1 paper.

•
•

Creative and critical thinking of the processes undertaken in creation and making of student stencil.
Teacher direct assisting students where/when possible if having difficulty with techniques.
Encourage co-operative pairs to assist each other with materials and techniques.

Students will experiment with imaginative and innovative ways of using contemporary skills, techniques and processes.

•

THINKING DOMAN:
DIFFERENTIATON:

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:

•

Ensuring visual diary is up to date with annotations and relevant documentation.
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Week D Lesson 6
Lesson Breakdown
LESSON TITLE:
SEQUENCE:
SUBJECT:
YEAR LEVEL:
LESSON DURATION:
OBJECTIVE:

Final Creating and Making of Stencil Artwork.
Lesson six of six.
Visual Arts
9/10
100 minutes
• Students to continue and complete their stencil body of work.
• Students may chose to explore other processes with other medias using their stencils or cross literacy domain and write reflectively.

AUSVels LINKS:

•

PREPARATION:

As pervious practical lesson set up.

RESOURCES and /or MATERIALS:

As previous lesson internal/external classroom and material set-up.

LESSON PROCEDURES AND/OR
STEPS:
THINKING DOMAN:

•
•

EXTENSION:

Students will need to be efficient in finishing their final body of work, as this is the last lesson to do so.
Extension Tasks (as below)
Reflective Thinking: Students reflect within a written homework piece on the progress and processes, decision making taken to create their work.

LITERACY:
ICT:

Students will evaluate and reflect on their arts experiences to improve the making and presenting of their arts works though documentation.

Literacy: Reflection piece.
ICT use: Students can type up their 150-200-word reflection.
If peers finish final works within this lesson, options include:
- To co-operatively assist other students with the classroom.
- To use their created stencil and explore other imaginative and innovative ways of using contemporary skills, techniques and processes.
- Complete reflective piece of writing.

PACKDOWN:

•
•

Pack down: 10-15 minutes.
Assign students classroom packing up tasks

ASSESSMENT:

•
•
•

Final assessment will be undertaken by set rubric for each student on the creation and making, exploring and responding process of final artwork.
Students to have evident within visual diaries: idea generation, developing/refinement of final stencil artwork.
Reflection on task, with evident annotations and language of the art elements and principles.
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- Assessment practices are an integral part of teaching and learning, as it will be used as a formal feedback for students and used for later semester
formal student reporting.
REFLECTION:

As all students have their own personalized stencil, future task could be to create a large-scale work combining all stencils as one whole classroom
mural, created and displayed within the school.
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